
What ' s  poss ibl e
During this segment we define
reconciliation and discuss the art of the
possible when we work together under
this common definition .

The  way forward
Finally ,  we will have a facilitated conversation
surrounding what the application of these
concepts looks like and the outcomes you can
achieve in your company .

The  Unders tand i ng
The first module of training reviews the
historical context of understanding to
identify how we got to where we are
today . An eye opening 500 years of history .

FIVE HOUR - THREE
MODULE TRAINING

EMAIL STEPHEN@AOCAN.ORG TO ARRANGE A CONSULTATION
AND A PRE-WORKSHOP NEEDS ASSESSMENT



During this portion of the training we will redefine and
discuss reconciliation by creating a common
understanding of what reconciliation looks from the
perspective of healing and employment . With this
understanding we will talk about some of the work that
Anishnabeg Outreach does and how through our model
of providing healing and employment opportunities ,  we
can work together to achieve reconciliation within our
life time . We will show you the road map forward and
the extraordinary results that are possible .

From a First Nations perspective ,  this module will provide
understanding of the last 500 years of oppressive history for
Indigenous people . We will look at the ongoing legacy of Canada's
colonial history by discussing racism ,  discrimination and
intergenerational trauma . This historical context is essential to being
able to discuss why reconciliation matters and how achieving it within
your company is beneficial on a societal level as well as for your
company's growth and success as a whole . By the end of this 1 .5 hour
session ,  your organization will understand the historical issues and
contemporary barriers impacting the achievement of reconciliation .

THE UNDERSTANDING

WHAT'S POSSIBLE

TRANSFORMATIVE TRAINING THAT WILL PROVIDE YOUR
TEAM WITH THE UNDERSTANDING AND TOOLS TO

ACHIEVE RECONCILIATION IN YOUR ORGANIZATION 
 

THROUGH THIS PROCESS YOU CAN BECOME A RECONCILIATION CHAMPION



Finally ,  through a guided conversation ,  we will discuss how your organization can
achieve reconciliation by identifying several win-win opportunities to participate
in helping to achieve reconciliation through partnership . Through this portion of
the training ,  we will talk about truth ,  trust ,  altruism ,  commitment ,  relationship ,
communication ,  problem solving ,  partnership and teamwork . Understanding what
these important concepts mean for your company will create the foundation to
be able to look at the barriers for your company to achieving reconciliation
along with the levers of change (e .g . ,  education ,  commitment ,  talent
management ,  leadership development and culture), the value proposition (e .g . ,
societal impacts ,  business and culture improvement), outcomes (e .g . ,  top line
revenue growth ,  bottom line cost savings ,  improved performance ,  engagement
and retention) and the path forward . Together ,  you will leave this training with a
greater understanding of the challenges and the potential role your company
can play in achieving true and meaningful reconciliation .

THE PROCESS

THE WAY FORWARD

5 hour in-person training
with your leadership/
executive team and/or
board in our teaching
lodge .

Virtual training with  the rest of
your organization .

We will provide
resources ,  implementation
strategies and debrief to
strategize your
implementation road
map .

We will provide your team with a
QR code reconciliation journey
that you can implement in your
workplace (or virtually) as a
visual reminder of the journey
your team is undertaking .

www.aocan.orgstephen@aocan.org

We will conduct a pre-workshop needs assessment, through 1-3
conversations, to determine what has been done to date and to

understand your business's challenges



Hi Caitlyn ,
Thank you again for such a wonderful day at AO . We all
found it incredibly eye opening . I ’ve had many requests
from the folks that attended to organize a workshop for
the rest of the staff . They found it so valuable that they
would really like to share it with the others . A positive
step in the right direction ,  I think . Wondering if we could
chat about setting that up or if you could send me some
possible dates . 
Tamara , MBA
-$300 million/ year revenue construction company

TESTIMONY

THE PROCESS
The modules outlined above are a five-hour workshop series that utilizes
the best practices of change management to raise awareness ,  build
desire ,  provide knowledge and the ability to implement changes moving
forward in your organization and provide reinforcement through the use
of ongoing QR code resource training in your workspace . After we
complete this training with your leadership team in our teaching lodge
incorporating indigenous ways to learning and being we will provide the
same training virtually with the rest of your staff . During these two
training sessions ,  we will identify solutions for your organization which
could include: leadership training ,  policy review and changes ,
reconciliation audits ,  strategy plan development and even culture
change . After this training ,  we will work with you and your team to
outline what your commitment to reconciliation as an organization will
be and how we can help you implement what you have learned .

TOGETHER THROUGH PARTNERSHIP, WE CAN WORK WITH YOU
TO ACHIEVE RECONCILIATION WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZATION. 


